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"Knock, knock!'

Shortly after, he heard knocking on the door and with Leon's permission, Mason entered the room.

"Mister Wolf, do you need something?" Mason said respectfully.

"Oh, here's the thing," Leon briefly explained the situation.

He lived in a mansion and each mansion cost a fortune.

Since the one Leon bought was located near the mountain, the mansions near him seemed to be vacant. Hence, Leon intended

to instruct Mason to purchase the mansion so that Henry, Sherlyn, Mason, and the others could all move in and take care of one

another.

"Mason, this is my credit card. Go and buy those few mansions," Leon said as he handed a card to Mason.

"Yes!" Mason accepted the card.

"Also, this is an Ultimate Power method called the

Thousand Gods Method. Take it with you and start training with it later on with Spencer and the others," Leon handed the notes

for the Thousand Gods Method over to Mason as well.

"What?! An Ultimate Power method?" Mason was shaken.

He knew how valuable power methods were, especially ones that were in the Ultimate Power class, as they were

considered the most powerful methods to exist in the southern region

Leon already taught them the Dispel Demon Method, and offered them the Cleansing Pills and Sun Pill not long ago; on the

same day, Leon gave them an extremely valuable Ultimate Power method, the Thousand Gods Method.

One could easily tell just how much Loen valued his subordinates.

"Mister Wolf, thank you so much," Mason snapped out of it and fell onto his knees.

Not only was Leon nothing but kind to Mason and the others, but he also never saw them as his servants.

Mason's heart was instantly filled with gratitude and he felt glad that he pledged his loyalty to Leon.

It was the best decision he ever made.

"Mason, we're all a family. You don't have to be so polite to me! Get up!" Leon went up to help Mason up.

"Mister Wolf, if this is all, I'll go ahead with the purchase of the mansions," Mason said.

"Go ahead! I have high hopes for you, so don't let me down," Leon tapped Mason on his shoulder.

Though Mason was a mediocre martial artist at the moment, he was a slick and thoughtful man.

Leon planned for Mason to be a manager once Wolf Enterprises grew bigger, so he made a point to leave smaller

matters in Mason's hands to prepare him for the role.

"Yes! I won't disappoint you!" Mason's face lit up and he turned to leave the office.
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